From:

麦洁航 <1738932461@qq.com>

Sent time:

07/28/2014 06:05:06 PM

To:

GBUESING <GBUESING@carson.ca.us>

Subject:

Investment projects

Dear Ginger,
Could you let me know if you receive my email? Do you have a phone that we can contact?
Last time you mentioned you will arrange meetings for us to meet with mayor Dear. Could you also arrange for us
to meet with the mayor of San Francisco or LA. And also meetings with substantial developers. We will be in LA in
Aug 710. Please let us know how these are going. Thank you very much!
Best,
Helena
86 18620619461
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Dear Ginger,
Could you please send us the project detail of the construction of the NFL stadium in LA? Thank you!
We can cooperate with local developers, you may arrange meetings with substantial developers. We will be in LA
and San Francisco on August 8 11, in private aircraft. Thank you again! Let me know if you have any questions.
Helena
86 18620619461
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Dear Ginger,
Thank you for your kindness! We would like to know about the real estate projects available in LA and San
Francisco. Could you please refer us to the right person in each government ASAP for real estate projects
available?
Thank you very much!
Helena
86 18620619461
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Dear Mayor Dear,
This is Helena. We met at the exhibition for the US delegates in the Four Seasons Hotel in Guangzhou China.

Our investment delegation from China is going to US very soon. If you have good projects related to real estate,
clean tech, manufacturing, medical, etc. you may send to us ASAP and we will review them to evaluate.
Also, if possible we would want to meet with you to discuss further about the investment opportunities in the real
estate market in U.S.
Please feel free to call me at 86 18620619461 if you have any questions.
Best,
Helena
86 18620619461

